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Progressive Merchants
HAYES VALLEY
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
A walk through Hayes Valley often
reveals wonderful shops that are
built on ideals. The felt rug shop is
one such venue. The name gives
a hint about the owner’s core values.
The name, Peace Industry, happened organically, like the business itself. While searching for
felt rugs in Iran, Melina Raissnias
was making peace flags and selling
them from her tiny art gallery in
Point Reyes, California, a coastal
village located an hour north of
San Francisco. As the business expanded to include felt rugs Peace
Industry moved next door to a
larger location and then relocated
to the present space in San Francisco. The name, Peace Industry,
stuck. The Peace Industry logo is
Melinas’ original peace flag design.
For owners Melina and Dodd
Raissnias the brand has come to
represent the growing movement
in business to actively seek ways of
impacting society and the planet in
a positive way. They see this movement as part of the larger global
peace movement which is taking
on social justice and environmental issues and responding with creative solutions.
A Commitment to Fair Trade
and the Environment
Before the Raissnias launched
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Peace Industry they were conscious
of the most progressive trends in
socially responsible business practices and dedicated to creating a
business that could put those ideas
into practice. The Raissnias committed themselves to making rugs
that would not harm the environment, deplete natural resources, or
pay sub-living wages.

be outsourced to other workshops
where workers could possibly be
paid less, which happens frequently in the rug trade and is impossible to control. For the Raissnias,
fair trade is not seen as a practice
based on charity but necessity.
If workers are not compensated
fairly, rigorous quality standards
could not be achieved and a base
on which to build a future could
The ancient felting process does not be realized.
not require the use of chemicals
or toxins. A very mild soap is used Melina and Dodd own and operto wash the wool; wool and bio- ate their own workshop in Iran
degradable vegetable dyes are are where they have perfected the best
used to make the rugs.
methods for producing the highest
quality felt rugs, all of which are
They learned that it takes more designed by Melina. The method
than good intentions to conduct is a revitalization of the oldest rug
foreign trade in accordance to the tradition from Iran that had been
principals of fair trade. Peace In- on the verge of extinction. You
dustry found itself in a privileged can read an essay on the subject
position because it operates the of this ancient craft by Melina at
only workshop in the world that Turkotek.com.
produces this type of rug. This
guarantees that their rugs can not
(Continued on page 3)
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came apparent that this ancient and Any form of wool can be integratunknown tradition would soon die ed into the pattern including felt
shapes, dyed loose wool, or yarn,
Peace Industry felt rugs are made quickly if nothing changed.
for fine details. When the wool
from 100% lamb’s wool and natural dyes. They are hand-made in The tradition of felt rugs began in is wet it is very pliable. Sculpting
small batches insuring that each Iran in the Neolithic age. It spanned techniques are used to move the
piece is unique and exceptional the nomad mountain regions from design into position and straighten
in quality. They are earth-friendly, Turkey to Mongolia where nomads the edges. (source peaceindustry.
chemical-free, and sold using fair live in felt covered tents. This is com)
trade practices. Custom colors and the only region in the world with Peace Industries is located at:
a tradition of felt carpets because 535 Octavia at Ivy Streets in
sizes are available.
of the type of wool available that San Francisco, CA 94102
produces an extremely strong felt.
An Ancient Craft Revitalized
The Central Asian nomadic tradiIn 1999 Dodd brought Melina a tion is the most known and incorsmall felt rug after returning from porates primitive motifs from the
a trip to Iran. Her fascination with Zoarastrian religion such as spirals,
it led to a quest to find the people rams horns, and waves. There is
who made them. When Melina and little known about the Persian adDodd traveled to Tehran in 2002 aptation of this nomad art form.
in search of this obscure tradi- The Raissnias have found pieces
tion they had no information that that they believe represent a once
would dictate where or how their popular style in Iran but don’t rejourney would begin. That is be- ally know how long the tradition
Welcome To
cause the felt rug tradition in Iran, enjoyed popularity amongst urSF Utopia!
though ancient, has remained un- banized Iranians.
documented and almost unknown
SF Utopia is a publicaby the international textile and rug The Felt Making Process
tion that focuses on
community.
living life progresFelt rugs are not woven but pressed
sively.
Progressive is
They began their search at the main to create an incredibly strong, dense
defined as forward
bazaar in Tehran where hundreds textile. Layers of loose wool fibers
thinking and acting.
of thousands of Persian rugs are are arranged on a tarp on the floor.
sold. Not only were there no felt Boiling water is sprinkled on top
rugs available, but no one had any of the wool. It is then rolled in the
Got Questions?
idea where they could be found. tarp with a stick and then bound
Call Kathy Perry
From Tehran they traveled to no- tightly with a rope. The rolled, wet
415.410.5449
mad mountain camps and villages wool is walked on until the fibers
___________________
finding clues but running out of have shrunken together enough to
time. After several more trips and bind. The wool is then removed
Contents:
countless glasses of tea they found from the tarp, beaten, and rolled
Merchants
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a small number of villages where by hand to ensure even felting. PatProtests
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a few old men were practicing the terns are achieved by adding a layer
Food
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ancient art of felt making. It be- of wool arranged into a design.
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Health and Wellness

September is Yoga Month

In celebration of Yoga Month September 2008, a 10 - city Yoga Health
Festival Tour will take place across the
US and Canada. The tour will convene August 24 - 25 on the eve of
the Democratic National Convention
in Denver and will conclude in Vancouver on October 4. Other festival
cities include Miami, New York, Chicago, Austin, Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Francisco, and Boston. The tour
will feature nationally acclaimed yoga
masters, respected health practitioners, green vendors, and consciousminded musicians Justin Nozuka and
Lili Haydn. Russell Simmons, Mariel

Hemingway, Sheila E., and other celebrated yogis have embraced Yoga
Month and will participate in the 10city Yoga Health Festival Tour.
In addition to the festival tour, Boys
and Girls Clubs, YMCA chapters, and
other community based organizations
throughout the country will take part
in Yoga Month by hosting free yoga
classes for underserved youth. These
classes will be led by Yoga Month ambassadors and will focus on the importance of the national awareness
campaign, the basics of yoga, nutrition, and simple ways to live a healthy

and informed lifestyle at home and
at school. Many Yoga Month yoga
classes have already been scheduled
for implementation in September.
Additional community organizations
interested in hosting free Yoga Month
classes should contact Vera Alexander
at 818-762-4767.
For more information on the awareness campaign and the festival tour,
please visit www.yogamonth.org.
Yoga Month is included among the
select group of observances listed on
Healthfinder.gov.

The Origins of Yoga
Classified by the type of practices,
some branches of yoga are: Raja
Yoga, Karma Yoga, Jnana Yoga,
Bhakti Yoga, and Hatha Yoga. Raja
Yoga, compiled in the Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali, and known simply as
yoga in the context of Hindu phiOutside India, yoga is mostly asso- losophy, is part of the Samkhya
ciated with the practice of asanas tradition. Many other Hindu texts
(postures) of Hatha Yoga or as a discuss aspects of yoga, including
form of exercise. A practitioner of the Vedas, Upanishads, the BhagaYoga is called a Yogi (male) or Yo- vad Gita, the Hatha Yoga Pradipika, the Shiva Samhita and various
gini (female).
Tantras.
Yoga (Sanskrit) refers to traditional physical and mental disciplines
originating in India, to the goal
achieved by those disciplines, and
to one of the six orthodox (astika)
schools of Hindu philosophy.
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Protests

What is Falun Gung?
It is hard to ignore the people sitting
in front of City Hall in meditative
postures. They have been quietly and
intermittedly participating in protests
through out the year. They also post
pictures and pass out pamphlets. Their
peaceful protests are against torture.
Stories of torture are a painful reality
that is usually hidden. When groups
bring allegations of torture to the attention of the
global community many
of us become troubled by
a sense of powerlessness
because of the lack of the
burden of proof.
According to the Falun
Dafa group, there has
been persecution of 100
million people in China.
The group states: In 1999
China’s leader launched a
nationwide campaign to
eradicate the traditional
Chinese exercise and meditation practice of Falun
Dafa. At that time the Falun Dafa
counted 100 million practicing members. The group reports hundreds of
thousands of people were rounded
up and imprisoned or sent to forced
labor camps. They also report that
there have been over 63,000 incidents
of torture in police custody.
What is more troubling is that the
concern was great enough for the
international community to take action. This call for attention has been
on-going for years. In 2001, Nancy
Pelosi gave the following statement:
“Whether we agree with it or not, it
is not up to us to decide on someone
else’s religion or their spirituality, and

it is inappropriate -- it is wrong -when any country detains thousands
of people for wanting to freely associate and believe in something.”
Falun Gong practitioners and their
supporters have spent the last 263
hours honoring the Falun Gong practitioners in China who have been reported to have been tortured to death,

practitioners. The oppression of
peaceful people practicing their spiritual beliefs must end.
In 2002 Congresswoman Lynn Woolsey stated the following: “Three years
ago the Chinese government began
its brutal crackdown against Falun
Gong practitioners. Since then, scores
have been killed, thousands have been
imprisoned, and untold
numbers have been silenced.
“Shockingly, China’s campaign against the Falun
Gong has extended here
to the United States. Chinese government officials
have pressured American
city and county government leaders to rescind
their support of the Falun
Gong.

and calling for the release of Dr. Chunyan Teng of the US, as well as the
release of all other Falun Gong practitioners still imprisoned.
Thousands of people are in prison
in China for practicing their belief in
Falun Gong. Hundreds of thousands
of practitioners are in reform through
labor camps for reeducation by the
Chinese. Many are in locked psychiatric facilities to unlearn their beliefs.
The U.S. State Department has criticized Beijing’s increased repression
of democracy activists and religious
groups such as Tibetan Buddhists,
Chinese Christians, and Falun Gong

“In a democratic nation
that values free speech
and freedom of religion,
this action by the Chinese government is unacceptable, so I am introducing a Congressional Resolution to
put an end to it.
“The Resolution I will introduce will
expose Chinese efforts to intimidate
local American officials. It will call for
an end to the persecution of Falun
Gong members in China, the release
of prisoners of conscience held in
Chinese prisons, and urge President
Bush to take tough action to prevent
the Chinese government from continuing to strong-arm local officials
that support Falun Gong here in the
U.S.
(Continued on page 9)
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Food and Garden

San Francisco’s Victory Garden
During the summer of 2008, the Victory Gardens
program has created a quarter-acre, edible, ornamental landscape in front of San Francisco’s City Hall.
The garden concept is a “living quilt” of people and
plants, a garden of community. In partnership with
Slow Food Nation, City Slickers Farms in West Oakland, and numerous partners, Victory Garden will
garden, educate, and produce food for those most in
need in the city. Groundbreaking was July 1st, the
first community planting day held July 12th, the Slow
Food Nation Event August 29 – September 1st. In
mid-September the garden will be harvested, and the
organic produce that has been grown over the course
of the summer will be donated to the Glide Daily
Meals and other City food service programs.
San Francisco Victory Garden City Farm Program

The SFVG City Farm program builds on the legacy of
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the Victory Gardens from the first and second World
Wars, and reinvents the original concept to meet contemporary needs – building community around local
food production, providing food for the poor, mitigating the environmental impact of our current food
system, and enhancing San Francisco’s food security
and emergency preparedness. The project strategy is
to create a network CSA model that maximizes productivity of urban lands while coordinating volunteerism and stewardship.
A local network of home gardens equals a community of food producers!
Victory Gardens 2008+
Victory Gardens 2008+ (VG2008+) is a program
of Garden for the Environment and the City of San
Francisco’s Department for the Environment.
(story continued on page 7)

Food and Garden

A two-year pilot project to support
the transition of backyard, front
yard, window boxes, rooftops,
and unused land into organic food
production areas, Victory Gardens
2008+ derives its title from, and
builds on, the successful nationwide Victory Garden programs of
WWI and WWII.
Victory Gardens 2008+, however,
redefines “Victory” in the pressing context of urban sustainability.
“Victory” is growing food at home
for increased local food security
and reducing the food miles associated with the average American
meal.

received the 2006 SECA award
from SF MOMA. Franceschini
partnered with Garden for the
Environment for the planting of
three initial Victory Gardens and
to develop and operate a citywide
Victory Gardens program in San
Francisco.

to create a community of urban
food producers. Additionally, Victory Gardens is assembling data
on the location and productive potential of urban land through the
program’s City Garden Registry.

Backyard Victory Gardens

In 2008, Victory Gardens will install at least 15 pilot urban organic
food gardens in San Francisco.
Participation in the pilot program
includes a multi-year commitment
to the pilot program and a specified number of public Victory
Garden tour dates. Once chosen,
Victory Gardens 2008+ was ide- Victory Garden staff will install,
ated by San Francisco based art- and support, each Victory Garden.
ist and designer Amy Franceschini Through public outreach and eduin the fall of 2006, for which she cation programs, VG2008+ aims
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Protests

Minutemen: Jim Gilchrist and Raymond Herrera
An unusual protest came to San
Francisco recently. The protest
looked like an immigration advocacy event. As it turned out,
an immigrant advocacy group
was in attendance in full force
to counter a smaller protest by
Minutemen Coalition leader Jim
Gilchrist, who supports border
patrol. They were met with over
100 counter protesters. Sheriff
and police lines prevented interactions between the two groups.
At the heart of the protest issue was the recent finding that
a Sanctuary law was found to
shield juveniles that had committed crimes. Those juveniles were
sent home or to group homes and
were not handed over to authorities.
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Jim Gilchrist founded the Minutemen Project on October 1, 2004,
after years of frustrated efforts attempting to get a neglectful US
government to enforce existing
immigration laws. The group that
patrols the US-Mexican border to
keep illegal immigrants out stood
on San Francisco City Hall steps
to decry the city’s sanctuary policy and demand that Mayor Gavin
Newsom resign.

as equals by allowing unfettered
access to city services regardless
of immigration status.
Raymond Herrera of the Minutemen Project protested against
illegal immigration outside the
Civil Forum on the Presidency at
Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California, August 16, 2008.
Herrera, National Rally Spokesman for the Minuteman Project,
made his sentiments known to
those arriving for the Civil Forum at Saddleback Church featuring the presumptive presidential nominees Barack Obama and
John McCain.

San Francisco’s “Sanctuary City
Law” prohibits city officials,
workers and police from asking
about immigration status and reporting immigration status to Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Like other cities with (Counter protesters shown botsimilar laws, it allows all San tome of next page)
Francisco residents to be treated

Protest
(A) to release from detention all
Falun Gong practitioners and put
an end to the practices of torture
and other cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment against them and
other prisoners of conscience; and

(Falun Gong from page 5)
“The Resolution is about defending human rights and democracy.
In America, local officials have
every right to support individuals
and organizations that contribute
to their local community. I am
outraged that a foreign government would try to interfere with
our democratic process.

(B) to abide by the International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by allowing
Falun Gong practitioners to pursue
their personal beliefs.

“Many local leaders have an incentive to appease the Chinese
government in order to continue
international trade relationships.
But, we must not abandon our
values to fill our pocketbooks.
“We must make it clear that democracy and human rights are a priority in America and that persecution,
including Falun Gong practitioners
and those that support them, is intolerable. All people deserve the right to
live without fear and in accord with
their own conscience.”
In July 2002, the following resolution
was unanimously passed:

Whereas the Government of the People’s
Republic of China and its diplomats
in the US should cease its harassment
of American citizens and residents who
practice Falun Gong and cease its pres-

So, what is Falun Gong? According to the group, it is a practice
to improve mind and body, with
three guiding principles for living: truthfulness, compassion and tolerance.

suring of US officials to refuse support
to the Falun Gong and its practitioners:
Now, therefore, be it Resolved by the
House of Representatives (the Senate
concurring), That it is the sense of Con- However, the exercise component
appears to focus on channeling or
gress that—
(1) the Government of the People’s Republic of China should cease its persecution of Falun Gong practitioners; and
(2) the United States Government
should use every appropriate public and
private forum to urge the Government of
the People’s Republic of China—

directing energy within the body for
healing and enlightenment. In either
case the group seeks the freedom to
practice their belief.
To learn more visit. www.falundafa.
org.
ADVERTISE WITH US!
SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY
CALL: 415.410.5449
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Culture - Slow Food
In a sold-out room at The Commonwealth Club on August 14,
Moderator Naomi Starkman led a
discussion concerning “The Centralization of Our Food System.”

responsible for the system that we shift,” he says.
have. We need to try to create other alternatives to be able to invest Dimock pointed out that even
our money in sustainable projects. WalMart and other large retailers are starting to buy local for
What the current system does do economic reasons. This is great,
Centralization affects all aspects very well, continued Dimock, is Frankel added, because WalMart
of our food system, Starkman to create a cheap price point. But brings awareness and education to
said, including production, distri- it does this by externalizing some a whole new group of consumers.
bution, consumption patterns, and of the costs. For example, water What’s more, it lowers prices and
economic cycles. The question is: pollution caused by farming and increases the demand for organic
What does this really mean?
transportation is something that and sustainable goods in the process.
To answer that question, she
turned to Roots of Change
What’s the take-away message?
(ROC) President Michael DiWhat actions can we all take?
mock Ecosa, Capital ManagHere are some panelist recoming Director Paul Frankel, and
mendations:
Don Shaffer, President and
CEO of RSF Social Finance.
1. Buy from retailers who buy
local and seasonal.
Dimock began by discussing
how perfect our current sys2. Shrink the distance between
tem was – that is, it is perfect
you and your food sources.
if the ultimate value is profit.
But what if there are other
3. Shrink the distance between
goals for a food system such
you and where your money is
as the health of society?
invested.
Frankel added that centralization is a necessary component
of our food system, and that
it is not necessarily bad; we
just need to optimize it for the
values that we hold dear - local culture, communities, and heri- society as a whole has to pay for.
tage.
The good news is that we now
Shaffer jumped in, wanting to have momentum in the right diget to the root of the issue. “We rection. One large reason for curall need to realize that we need rent change is the high price of
to invest our money differently,” oil. Shaffer pointed out that this
was one of his central points. The makes international trade less viareality is, Shaffer says, that all of ble, making all companies look for
us as investors and consumers are local sources. “It’s an encouraging
10

4. Build relationships with food
sources.
5. Write two letters: one to
the State Capital, and one to
the White House, asking them
both to plant vegetable gardens on
their lawns.
6. Make a meal from local sources.
Live and express your appreciation
for the connection between food
and community.
(see food on page 11)

Culture
(Food from page 10)

economy in the US, and the 7th
largest economy in the world, the
7. Support businesses that share state has the resources to lead the
your values.
way to a sustainable future. With
an agricultural industry twice the
8. Support FoodDeclaration.org. size of any other state, California
The Declaration is calling for is the nation’s largest food prohealthy food, farms, and commu- ducer. Worldwide, California is
nities.
the world’s fifth largest supplier of
food and other agricultural comWhy The Food System?
modities.

Much of ROC’s work up to now
has been focused on envisioning
what a sustainable food system for
California might look like. While
the vision will continue to emerge
and evolve, ROC’s work has now
entered into its second phase:
community building. It will take
unprecedented collaboration of
California leaders to make this vision real.

The food system is a root system
of all civilizations. This system
must become sustainable in order to ensure the long-term environmental, economic, and public
health of the state.

The seven Leadership Network
meetings began the effort connect
the community of leaders who will
lead the change in the food system
over the next generation.

California citizens have the wisdom, experience, talent, and will to
create a sustainable food system.
From the pioneering farmers to
the natural foods entrepreneurs,
rural health advocates, urban planners, top-notch chefs, resource
We are what we eat, and the food conservationists, and food secusystem connects us as citizens, rity visionaries, the work towards
communities, and as stewards of a sustainable food system for the
the earth. How food is grown, state is already well underway.
processed, distributed, sold, and
eaten affects the very fabric of the Because California helps feed
state. It effects our open spaces, the nation and the world, actions
the development of our cities, our here will create waves of change.
health, our children’s health, the Changing the state’s food system
economy, the health of our land- will require that all Californians
scapes, biodiversity, the climate, of every ethnicity, religious belief,
air, water, and soil; in short - our political party, and region take part
connection with, and care for, the in this effort. Together we can ennatural world.
sure that California has a bright,
healthy, and abundant future for
The food system - and its many all generations to come.
facets - offer us the opportunity to
unite in a common cause of mak- ROC’s Next Steps
ing this vision for a sustainable future real.
ROC’s Leadership Network meetings built new regional relationWhy California?
ships between groups across California. ROC’s effort to create a
Because California is the nation’s sustainable food system by 2030
most populous state, the largest is taking place in three phases:

It is ROC’s goal to support this
statewide collaboration, and to
hold more meetings in other parts
of the state in the near future.
Meanwhile, the community at
large is invited to encourage others
to become leaders in this statewide
effort and to join the Leadership
Network. Together we can grow a
healthy future for California.
(Source: Roots of Change)

Divisadero
Farmers Market
Grove and Divisadero
Every Sunday,
on
Divisadero and Grove
from
10:00am to 2:00pm
Join the Healthy Fun!
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